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Abstract

In this paper, we give a brief introduction of the

HTRDP Chinese Information Retrieval Evaluation,

which is sponsored by HTRDP (High Technology

Research and Development Program of China,

namely 863 Program). The web data collection,

query design, evaluation metrics, and the evaluation

procedures will presents in detail. Like TREC, NTCIR

and CLEF, its purpose is to provide the infrastructure

necessary for large-scale evaluation of Chinese

information retrieval methodologies and to help

advance the state of the art in information retrieval

technology. We conclude our paper with results

analysis and future works.
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1 Background

The HTRDP Chinese Information Retrieval

Evaluation is sponsored by HTRDP (National High

Technology Research and Development Program of

China, namely 863 Program).This evaluation is one

of the ongoing series of evaluations of Chinese

Information Processing and Intelligent

Human-Machine Interface technologies[1]. Its

purpose is to provide the infrastructure necessary for

large-scale evaluation of Chinese information

retrieval methodologies and to help advance the state

of the art in information retrieval technology. When

designing the evaluation the organizers take both the

difficulties of the current IR technology and the

characteristics of Chinese into consideration.

Each participating group conducts research and

experiments using the same data provided by the IR

evaluation organizer with the various models and

approaches they prefer. Following TREC[2],

NTCIR[3], and CLEF[4], the HTRDP evaluation of

Chinese information retrieval provides test corpora

(data sets usable for experiments) and unified

evaluation procedures for all experiment results

which are handed in by the participating groups.

However, there is a difference of this evaluation at

2003 and 2004 with TREC and NTCIR that all

participating groups must conduct their experiment

on-site rather than off-site.

The importance of reusable large-scale standard

test corpora for Chinese IR has been widely

recognized in IR research community in China[5]. An

evaluation workshop is hold to facilitate these IR

researchers by providing a forum for research idea

exchange and technology transfer.

The first HTRDP IR evaluation was performed

at October, 2003. There are three groups from

different universities took party in this tasks and they

all submitted their results. The second HTRDP IR

evaluation was performed at October, 2004. There

are four groups registered for the tasks and submitted

the results for one or more tasks (document task and���������������
����������
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passage task). The third HTRDP IR evaluation was

performed at October 2005 and one month later a

workshop was held in Beijing and five groups

submitted the work notes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:

firstly, we will describe the HTRDP Chinese IR

evaluation task. Then the date collection and topic

design are showed respectively in section 3 and 4.

The result analysis is given in section 5. We conclude

our paper in section 6 with future works.

2 Task Descriptions

There are two IR evaluation tasks in HTRDP at

2003. One is small corpus task (200M) and the other

is large corpus (2G), all the data is collected

automatically from Chinese website. After 2003, we

focus on the large web corpus (about 15G). There are

two evaluation tasks in 2004:

! Document level retrieval: IR system

should return results on document level

! Paragraph level retrieval: IR system should

return results on paragraph level.

Participating groups can determine the

definition and the length of a paragraph.

Participating groups can choose their interested

tasks. In the 2005 IR evaluation, there is only one

task, that is, Relevant Web Page Retrieval. In this

task, IR systems are required to retrieve and rank

relevant Web pages for a set of given topics from a

large collection of Web pages (about 100G, see detail

in section 3).

There are six steps in the 2005 IR Evaluation:

! Step 1: Register to participate. Each group

desiring to participate in the Chinese web

IR evaluation must register no later than

the deadline for registration.

! Step 2: Receive the test collection.

Evaluation Group entrusts the Computer

Network and Distributed Systems

Laboratory of Peking University to release

the corpus, namely CWT100g.

! Step 3: Receive the topics. Evaluation

Organizers will send the topics to each

participant via E-mail.

! Step 4: Submit the results. Each participant

should submit the results no later than the

deadline for submission.

! Step 5: Receive the evaluation results.

Evaluation Organizers will send the

evaluation results to each participant via

E-mail

! Step 6: Attend the evaluation workshop.

HTDRP sponsors a follow-up evaluation

workshop where evaluation participating

groups and government sponsors meet to

review evaluation results; share knowledge

gained, and plan for the next evaluation.

Evaluation participating groups are

expected to describe their technology and

research in detail.

3 Date Collection 

The evaluation data contains only test corpus,

namely CWT100g (The Chinese Web Test collection

with 100 GB web pages), which is provided by the

Computer Network and Distributed Systems

Laboratory of Peking University [9, 10].

CWT100g consists of 5,712,710 Web pages (about

90GB in size) crawled from 17,683 websites in China

in June, 2004. Every page in the collection has a

"text/html" or "text/plain" MIME type returned from

the corresponding HTTP server.

4 Topic Design

A topic is a statement which describes the users’

need. Following TREC and NTCIR, there are four

sections in the topic: an identifier, a title, a

description, and a narrative. We use a standard XML

format for all the topics. The encoding for Chinese

character is GB2312. Three example topics are given

as follows:

���������������
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There are totally 50 topics in 2005’s evaluation.

It’s not easy to design topics manually by different

people without any rules. According to the objections

of our evaluation task, we set up some rules for our

topic design group as followings:

! In order to simulate the Chinese user’s real

needs under large-scale web collection, the

length of title of each topic should not

longer than 5 Chinese words and no less

than 2 Chinese words. The description

section of topic includes 1 or 2 Chinese

sentences which describe the user’s need.

The narrative section of a topic shows the

user’s need in details and also gives the

information not related to this topic.

! The content of these topics should cover as

many as fields, such as, politics,

economics, entertainment, culture,

physical training, sciences, and so on.

! The difficulties of the topic for IR system

should be carefully designed. The simple

topics should no less than 50% of the

whole topics.

! The relevant documents for each topic

should not too much (for example above

100) and should not too little (for example

less than 5).

The participating groups are permitted not only

automatically to generate query from topic but also

manually to generate query from topic. All the

information in the topics can be used for query.

5 Results Analysis

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

There are several evaluation metrics [6, 7, 8] used in our

evaluation, such as MAP, R-Precision, and P@10.

Very simple descriptions of them are given in the

following.

MAP (Mean Average Precision)

Average precision for a single topic is the mean

of the precision after each relevant document is

retrieved. Mean Average Precision (MAP) for a set

of topics is the mean of the average precision scores

for each topic. This is a single-valued measure that

reflects the performance over all relevant documents.

It favors systems that retrieve document quickly

(highly ranked). When a relevant document is not

retrieved at all, its precision is assumed to be 0.

R-Precision

The R-Precision for a single topic is the���������������
����������
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precision after R documents have been retrieved,

where R is the number of relevant documents for the

topic. The average R-Precision for a set of topics is

computed by taking the means of R-Precisions of the

individual topics.

P@10

The P@10 for a single topic is the precision after ten

documents have been returned. The P@10 for a set of

topics is computed by taking the means of P@10’s of

the individual topics.

5.2 Relevance Judgments

During the first HTRDP evaluation in 2003 and

2004, we manual find the relevant documents for

each topic with the help of some tools. However, in

2005, the test collection is about 100G, so it is

impossible to do complete relevance judgments, that

is, a relevance judgment decision is made for every

document in the collection for each topic. Instead, in

the 2005 IR evaluation we use pooling method to

create a subset of the documents (the “pool”) to judge

for a topic. Each document in the pool for a topic is

judged for relevance by the person who designed this

topic. Documents that are not in the pool are assumed

to be irrelevant to this topic.

The judgment pools are created step by step as

follows. When participating groups submit their

retrieval results to evaluation organizer in the order

they prefer. Evaluation organizer chooses a number

of results and merged into the pool. For each selected

result, the top n documents (usually, n=100) per topic

are added into the topics’ pools. Since the retrieval

results are ranked by decreasing relevance to the

topic, so the top documents are the documents most

likely to be relevant to the topic.

In the 2005 IR Evaluation, binary relevance

judgment is adopted which means that a document is

either relevant to a topic or not relevant. A document

is relevant to a topic only if:

! The document contains information that

the “title” section of the topic indicates

! The document contains appropriate

information that is in accord with the topic

restricts in the “desc” and “narr” sections.

5.3 Results Analysis

In 2003, there are 3 systems in our evaluation.

The results are showed in table 1.

Table 1 Chinese IR Evaluation Result in 2003

small-scale

collection(F1)

large-scale

collection(P@10)

System1 0.292 /

System2 0.294 0.592

System3 0.040 0.662

In 2004, these are 2 tasks, one is document

retrieval and the other is passage retrieval. The

results are showed in table 2 and table 3

respectively.

Table 2 Chinese IR Evaluation

Results in 2004(Document level)

Precision Recall F1 AP

System1 0.0833 0.0761 0.0747 0.0463

System2 0.1204 0.1711 0.1297 0.0801

System3 0.0213 0.0690 0.0312 0.0247

System4 0.0770 0.6082 0.1316 0.2383

Table 3 Chinese IR Evaluation

Results in 2004(Passage level)

Precision Recall F1 R-Precision

System1 0.0039 0.0418 0.0116 0.0073

In 2005, these are two groups at our evaluation.

One is for the results use manually formed query,

the other is for the results use automatically

formed query. The results are showed in table

4 and table 5 respectively [11, 12, 13, 14, and 15].

Table 4 Chinese IR Evaluation Results in

2005(Manually query)

MAP R-precision P@10

System1 0.3257 0.3826 0.5580

System2 0.1705 0.2327 0.4640

System3 0.3538 0.4078 0.6840

System4 0.2673 0.3185 0.4800

System5 0.3671 0.4140 0.7040���������������
�����������
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Table 5 Chinese IR Evaluation Results in

2005(Automatically query)

MAP R-precision P@10

System1 0.2727 0.3320 0.5300

System2 0.1862 0.2554 0.5180

System3 0.3107 0.3672 0.6240

System4 0.3175 0.3605 0.5540

System5 0.2858 0.3293 0.6280

Compared with the 2003 and 2004’s evaluation

result, the performance of these systems attended the

2005 Chinese IR evaluation has got much increase.

We thought the following factors maybe contribute to

the better performance in 2005:

! Since the corpus has been expanded to

100G and much more information such as

link information are provided, the

participating groups could use some

advanced relevant evaluation technology

such as the link analysis, anchor text

analysis etc, which leads to more accurate

search results;

! With last year's evaluation data as a

training corpus, the participating groups

could make use of these training set to

effectively overcome some difficulties of

Chinese IR system such as Chinese name

entity recognition. They can also obtain

more stable and effective retrieval model

by adjusting the system parameters;

! Effective use of relevant feedback and

re-ranking method also help to improve the

search results;

After the concrete analysis of the evaluation result,

we can draw the conclusion that there are still much

room for one Chinese IR system to increase

performance by solving the following problems:

! Chinese segmentation error, especially the

segmentation error for name entity;

! Chinese new word or abbreviations

recognition;

! Mismatch of query words and document

words with the same semantic meaning;

! Weight schema of query words.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The HTRDP evaluation of Chinese Web IR,

sponsored by National High Technology Research

and Development Program (HTRDP, also called

"863" Program), is one of the most influential IR

evaluations in China. This evaluation has been hold

three times at 2003, 2004 and 2005. This evaluation

has enhanced the communication among IR research

community in China. Through the HTRDP evaluation

of Chinese web IR system, several related techniques,

such as Chinese segmentation, name entity,

especially designed for IR system, have drawn much

attention. In the near future, we wish to simulate the

real users’ needs on a more large-scale collection

(about 200G). The evaluation topics will choose from

Chinese real users’ query logs. We wish attract more

national groups to attend this evaluation, and we

welcome international groups to attend this

evaluation, too.
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